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The petrography of glacial sediments in Uckermark,
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LA AbsrrQcl: The Brandcnburg section of the hinu:rland and of the maximum extent of the PommeraniaD
phase of the lasl glaciation, formed in two lobes (Schulz, 1967): Joachimslhal-Ringenwaldcr and Uckcr~

miirkischer. have been covered by a study on petrography of a gravelly lInd a slOny fraction. The methods
applied followed suggestions of Rose (1989), Trembll~zowski (1961, 1967), Mcyer (198). Smed (1993,
1994) and Zandslra (1999).l'elrographical analyses undertaken in Uckermark, NE Germany. were focused
on: I) observation of the dynamics of pClrographical featurtS along and in the hinterland of the Odr.
lobus on the German side. 2) indication of the western limit of the Odra lobus upon petro~

graphy of glacial sediments. 3) indication of Scandinavian parenl areas of sc:dimenlS of the Pomme
ranian phase and estimaling the routes of ice-sheet onto German Lowland.
The distance betwccn ootcrops of Scandinavian rocks causes the number of erratics in sediments of
glacial accumulation in the German part of the Odra lobus. There arc more Mesosoic rocks in the grav
elly fraction as compared with sediments of Ihe same age. but sampled in the Polish part of the Odra
lobus. The stony fraction (20-60 mm) is represented mainly by indicator erratics from Smlland and the
Swedish coast in Kalmar Strait. Lland erratics. quitc frequent in Polish lowlands. are observed rarely in
Uekennark. Among statistical eITalics there are numerous flints and Mesosoic limestones as well as Lower·
PalaCOloic limcstones. The theoretical stone centre moves its locality within middle· southern Smhand.

Kty words: indicator erratic. petrography. POmmeranian phase. laSI glacial. Odra lobus. Uekermark.
Brandenburg

Introduction

The relief of maximurn extent of the Pommc
ranian phase is the most diversified and the best
fanned ice-marginal zone among other recession
al phases of the Pleistoccne ice sheet in NE
Germany. The course of the maximum extent of
the Pommcranian ice-sheet from NW towards SE
is marked by sedimentary scarps, fonned in fore
set position of glaciofluvial cones as well as by
the thrust moraines in zones of a typical lobe
shape (Schulz, WeiBe, 1972). This lobe-Iikc char
acter of the Pommeranian end moraine in Meck
lenburg-Vorpommern has already been noted by
Geinitz (1915, 1917, 1922), who pointed to 12
separate sections of such a typical shape. This
character of an icefront is also preserved further
to SE, e.g. in Uckermark, in north·castern Bran·

denburg, as far as the Odra valley. Within the big
form on the Polish side, i.c. in the Odra lobe
(Keilhack, 1897, 1898, see Kozarski, 1965), it is
difficult to distinguish any traces of smaller,
separate ice-surges along the icc front.

Field surveys were carried out in 12 study
sites (Fig. I) located in still active gravel or sand
quarries and in natural outcrops. They all were
situated along the maximum extent of the Porn
meranian phase running across Uckermark from
NW to SE, within the following ice-lobes:
Uckermarkischer, Joach imstha1-Ringel wa1der,
Parsteiner.

The research has been conducted in gravel and
fluvioglacial facies as well as in till in the ice
marginal ZODC and the hinterland, within reces
sional phases of Parstein, Angermiindc, Zichow
Golmer and Gerswalde.
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Fig. I. Location of study sites in Uckennark
Glacio;sochrone.: Wl SE _ Spandau-Erkner ,ubphase. W1W Wollers.dorfsubphase. Wl f FnmHun (POlnali)
phase. '1'0'1 E _ Eberswalde suhphase. W2m - maximum of the Pommeranian phase. WP2 - pornm.....miall ph",e.
W2Pa _ Parslein subphase. W2A - Angcrmilnde subphase. W2ZG ZicllOw.Golmcr subphase. W2G - GeTS
walde subpha.... W20 - Oker subphase. W31'e - Penkun (Mic1~cin) subphase, W3R - Roscnthalcr (Szczeein)

.ubphasc

o
Neubrandenburg

Former research, which had been undertaken
in this area, concerned: I) the genesis of a young
glacial landscape (Gripp, 1925; Hannemann,
1966, 1970; Jager, 1972; Marcinek, Nitz, 1973;
Kozarski, 1978), 2) determination of the course
of maximum extent of the Pommeranian phase
and its recessional stages (Berendt, 1888; Brose,
1972, 1978),3) selected petrographical problems
(Hesemann, 1932, por. Woldstedt, Duphom, 1974;
Hesemann, 1960; Kliewe, 1960; Cepek, \969;
Cepek. Lippstreu, 1975; Rtihberg, 1987, 1999).

Problem, purpose and methods

The investigation in Germany has not really
been focused on observations of dynamics of
petrographical features of glacial sediments as
well as along and in the hinterland of the max-
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imum extent of the Pommeranian ice-sheet (to
gether with the Odra lobe). Principally, there are
only these analyses of Hesemann (1933, 1960)
and to a certain degree, the investigation of
Bussemer er al. (\ 994). There are no responses
to doubts of how much petrographically diversi
fied arc sediments of the ice-marginal zones, of
the hinterland and foreland of the Pommeranian
phase within the Odra lobus. Also the following
question demands reply: are there any petrograph
ical features, which di stinguish significantly the
Odra lobus sediments from other sediments,
stratigraphically equal, but located to the east and
west from this big form.

The petrographical investigation, undertaken
so far, has been carried out mainly, apart from
those of Hesemann (1932), on the material from
drills. The analysed fraction has been 4-40 mm
(TGL 25 232). Consequently, there is no infor-

Table I. Study cases in Uekennark. their abbreviations, full
names. geomorphology and location on German
topographic maps

Abb •. amd
nmbu

t"ull nOl. and number

or. fludy of 0 Ge.m.n lop0l:', Geomorpbol0l:)'.... n,.p

Buehh4 Buehholz 4 Oeker subphase
1 2748

Buchh2 Buehholz 2 Oeker subphase
1 2748

Berkh Berkholz Gerswalde subphase, 2748

Lutzl Uitzlow Ziehow-Golmer subphasc, 2750

Altkuenk Altkunkendorf Angennunde subphase
4 2949

GrZieth Gross Zicthen Direct hinterland of the
5 2948 Pomm. Phase

Stolz Stolzenhagen Parstein subphase
6 2950

Althlsk !llthiiltCndorf- Maximum of the Pomm.
7 escarpment 2949 phase

Alth5 Althilllcndorf Maximum of the Pomm.
S 2949 phase

Goel4 Gotschendorf 4 Maximum of the Pomm.
9 2848 phase

Goet2 Gotschendorf 2 Maximum of the Pomm.
9 2848 phase

Milm2 Milmersdorf Maximum of the Pomm.
10 2948 phase

Conow Conow Maximum of the Pomm.
11 2746 phase

Thom Thomsdorf Maximum of the Pomm.
12 2646 phasc

mat ion in the literature about the analyses of
indicator and so-called statistical (Smcd, 1989)
erratics. The urgent need of such a research has
been raised by Rtihberg (1999) lately. These
analyses lead indication of alimentation areas in
Scandinavia and direction of far transport. They
also estimate a route of an ice sheet and its sep
arate ice streams onto German lowland during
respective glacial phases, and the Pommeranian
one as well.

The I-Iescmann analysis (1931,1935), based
on four-cipher-formula, has some methodical
defects (Gorska, 1992, 1998, 2000; Kenig,
1998). Therefore, the results obtained with the
help of Hesemann's formula, can not be uncrit
ically taken into account in modern interpreta
tions.

While an eastern limit of the Odra lobus is
easily readible in the morphology (by Storkowo
hlskie), the location of the western limit is un
clear and indicated in different places. Another

6 ~ Londform

question arises, i.e. is it possible to indicate this
western border upon petrographical, structural
and textural analyses of glacial sediments? Fur
ther: is there any need to distinguish the ice
stream which had formed the Odra lobe? Has the
individualised ice-stream with surge-glaciers on
either side of the Odra river been different from
other ice-streams of the same age?

The petrographical studies have comprised as
well gravelly as stony fractions. The analysis on
gravel 4-6.3-10-12 mm has been carried out
according to suggestions of Bose (1989), Trem
baczowski (1961, 1967); the Scandinavian errat
ics of 20~60 mm have been separated according
to Meyer (1983), Smed (1993,1994) and Zand
slra (1999).

Results

The present research has confirmed a rule,
well known from literature, Ihat the amount of
respective petrographical group depends on its
fraction (Rutkowski, 1995; Schulz, 1996; G6rska,
2000).

While analysing the erratics of glacial mate
rial in Wielkopolska (G6rska, 2000) of 2-64
(~128) mm it was stated that Palaeozoic lime
stones reach their maximum percent amount in
Ihe fraction of 8~16 mm; afterwards, their amount
decreases. Crystallines behave on the contrary:
the outermost fractions: 2-4 mm and 32-64 mm
are rich in this pctrographical group; their min
imum percent amount is typical of8~16 mm frac
tion. Lower Palaeozoic sandstones, mainly the
Jotnian ones, are less numerously, but their pres
ence is constant. The amount of quartz decreases
along with the increase of the fraction. The coars
est fraction, which still has any quartz grains, was
mainly 16-32 mm. The increase in dolomites as
well as, deriving from west-Baltic area, flints and
Mesozoie limestones, follows the increase in the
fraction (G6rska, 2000).

The dependence of the amount of a pet ro
graphical group on its fraction is best showed by
flints. They reach no more than 1% in gravelly
fraction 4-10 mm, while in stony fraction 20-60
mm, they arc present at 7% (Table 2, 3).

A short distance between CrClaeeous outcrops
in Denmark and study sites in Uckcrmark is
marked by a greater amount of Oints in the stony
fraction. 1.11 comparison, the glacial sedimcnts of
the Pommeranian age from the Mysliborskie
Lakeland (to the east of Uckermark) are charac
terised by 2-6% (20-60 mm) and as little as only
1% (4-10 mm) of flints.
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The two most numerous petrographical
groups, which are separated within pebble spec
trum in Uckermark, are Palaeozoic limestones
and crystallines. There was a bigger population
of crystallines than Palaeozoic limestones in the
fraction of 4-10 mm, on the averagc. This case
was observed as well in the end·moraine zone, as
in the hinterland (Figs. 2-6, Table 2). It is an im
ponant petrographieal feature, which distinguish·
es sediments of the Pommeranian phase from the
Leszno-Poznan (Brandenburg-Frankfurt) phase

Atthuencndorf 5

Anhueltendorf - slope se.arpGoctsehcndorf 2

Conow

Allhuettendorf

StolzeDhagcn

Milm~rsdoTf

Gocbehendorf 4

ThOlllsdorf

Fig. 3. I'etrographical composition Qf 4-10 mm glacial sediments of Ihe maximum extent of the Pommcranian phase in Uekemlark
K _ Cl)'ilallinC'S. S _ sandSloncs. TU Pllaro~olc .baks. f n,nb. KK - Cretaceous lllncslOrlC$. PKS,-srey Palaeozok limestones. PIU red Palacozoic
IImCSlon<:s. 0 quan~. WQ ~ milk quar11. X ~ other. (or ~rc~ntag" value....... Tabk 2

Fig. 4. Pctrographical composition of 4-10 mm glacial sediments of the Parstein
rcressional phase in Uckennark
legend III Fig. 3. (or pcrccntage "altICS ..,e Tabl~ 2

The present investigations show that the pop·
ulation of this pelrographical group ranges be
tween 3.4% in GOlschendorf (fore-set sediments
of an outwash plain) and 13.6% in Stolzcnhagcn
(.ill).

A little different picture can be seen to the
west and east from the Odra lobus, where the
preliminary analyses show higher and lower
amount of these rocks, respectively. The amount
of Palaeozoic shales of 4-1 0 mm ranges between
3-9% in Pommerania (Poland).
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Table 3. The COnteDt (in ~o) of petrographical groups
within Scandinavian erratics of glacial sediments in
Uckermark 20-60 mm

Kricnke (1977) have noted the distinctly high
amount of Palaeozoic shales in the gravelly frac·
tion of the Pommeranian till.

,

Cammln
Milm..._ GijlJc~r.- Althiillrn· Durhholt

do~r dod dor'

K 50 45,1 41,4 44,8 33,6

S 29.2 14,7 16.6 I. 10,6

PK I 31,2 30,9 29.3 43.9

KK 18,8 1,1 2,1 0.• 2,.

F 5,_ 7,8 2,8 5,_

Q 0,5 0,3 0,4

TU - 1,8 0.6 1,9 1,6

60%40%20%

"""'".
"""'hl

Beri<h iiii
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Ahkuenk

GrZielh

StolZ

AJth1sk

Alth5

Gcet4

Gce12

Milm2

Conow

Thorn

0%

K - cry,'allme~. S - sandslones. TU - I'alacozolc shales. F - nmls, KK - Cr~lae~o~S limestones, PKgr ~ grey rala~o1oic lime.'ones, I'Kr - red l'alaeo~ole

IImestolles. Q - quanz. WQ ~ mIlk quar1z, X - other; nplanalion o( the Ibbrevlallon sce Table I.

Flints are followed by a greater amount of
Cretaceous limestones. Both groups of erratics
derive from the same alimentation area, which is
located in western Baltic Sea. Cretaceous lime
stones have been observed only in stony fractions
(O,8~3%, Fig. 9, Table 3). Further to the west, the
west-Baltic erratics are more frequently present
in glacial sedimcnts. In Cammin (Strelitzcr lo
bus), for instance, the amount ofCretaeeous lime
stones has risen distinctly, up to 19% of the entire
pebble spectrum (Table 3).

Palaeozoic shales, soft and non-resistant
against abrasion, deriving from southern Born·
holm, are present in scdiments of Uckennark, as
well in the stony fraction (0,4-1,7%) as in the
gravelly onc (Fig. 2). Palaeozoic shales are more
frequent in the latter fraction. Also Rlihberg and

Table 2. Thc content (iD %) of petrographical gTOUpS of glacial sedimcnls in UckermaTk 4-10 mm,

Tbolll Conow MU..: Go~t : CO~I ~ AUbS AUU.k. Slol~ G~ 1.i•• ~ Al.kunk I_~,·~I 80rkb Iluchh ! Dub!. ~

K 39,8 27,8 50 42 48,5 40,2 SS 30,3 29,6 43.6 31,2 64.9 39,2 36.1

S 14,4 12,4 18 [ 1,8 11,8 18,6 13,2 13,9 111,8 16,7 12,1 12.2 15,5 14.1

TU 0,. 11.1 6 3.4 3,8 6 7,3 13.6 t 2,5 6.' ILl 5.4 10.4 4,1

F • I I 1,4 4,4 I 0 0.5 0,3 0.4 2 0,1 0,4 0.4

KK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PKgT 27 40,5 15 J7 26 30,6 20.7 33,3 33,1 29.6 39.2 13,8 28.3 39.1

PKr 2,7 3 3 '.4 0,5 1,3 2,2 5,5 2,8 1.1 2 1,8 2.6 2.2

Q 1.8 0.7 4 2.4 4,5 2,2 1,1 0,7 2,4 1.3 2,5 1.2 I,. 3

\VQ 0,4 0 0 0,2 0,4 0 0 0 0 0,2 0 0,4 0 .• 0

X 4 3,S I 0,5 0,2 0,2 0,5 2,2 0.3 0,4 0 0,1 0.• 0,.
.

fig. 2. Pctrographical composition of glacial sedimcnts in Uckcrmark. 4-10 mm
K crystalllncs. S sandsl0ncs. nJ ralaco10'c sh.ales. F - O,nlS. KK Ct"ICC(lUS "m.."on~~. PKg~ grey l'a1aco70lC limestones.
I'Kr - rrd PalaL"OZOlC hmeslf;IIlCS, Q - qu.l.r\7, WQ mIlk quarlz. X ~ 0Ibcr, c~planatlon o( the abb,evlatlon sec Table I

Fig. 5. Petrographical composition of 4-10 mm glacial sedimcnts of the Angcmunde
and Zichow-Golmcr receSSIonal phasc-s in Uckennark
legend In F'I. J, (or percent "alues sec Table 2
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Germany, the following rocks were separated:
flints and Mesosoic limestones, deriving from
Denmark and surrounding sea bottom, as well as
red·violct 10tnian sandstones, which have their
outcrops among others in the middle Baltic Sea
(Fig, 8(6)).

Besides grey Lower-Palacozoic limestones,
that show no indicator features, some statistical
erraties should be listed. These arc: I) red Ordov
ician limestones, which have their alimentation
outcrop on the Oland 151., 2) Palaeoporella lime
stones, deriving from the botlom of the Baltic
Sea, between Gotland and Oland Islands and 3)
so-called east-Baltic limestones, of "fat" fracture,
coming from the western neighbourhood of Hi·
umaa and Saarema Islands (Fig. 8(6)).

Theoretical stone centre (TCG), which is math·
ematically calculated averages of a geographic
latitude and longitude of the alimcmary area of the
entire erratic spectrum, moves slightly wi1hin
middle-southern Smftland. Comparison of investi
gations, which have been carried out by the present
author in the region to the west and east of the
Odra lobus and concerned sediments of the same
slratigraphic position, have proved that the TCG
values change there distinctly (in preparation).

The study on petrography of glacial scdiments
in Uckermark is systematically carried out. Since
the petrographical analyses in the Polish Pomme·
rania had started earlier. the results of both
projects will serve to undertake a comparative
research. Also the study on petrography of sed·
iments to the west of the Odra lobus, will be used
for comparison.

Std,. Ill.

1••Unte...... '1. :\1iI_N_ Cets.III..- "!tllliill•• Ihcllllel.
de.' de.f de.r

Bredvad porphyry - I - -
Gronklitt porphyritc 3 - - -
Dalarna porphyfy 5 4 2 -
Uppsala gr.lnite - I - -
Stockholm granite 2 - 2 I

Aland granite 1 5 2 2

Haga granite - I - -
Brown Baltic porphyry I I - -
Red VlIJljO granite - 7 - -
Grey V:lxjO granite - - - I

Halen granite - - 1 -

Trikolore granite - - 1

5mAland granite 6 11 11 2

Quartz Sm1'tland por-
phyry 1 1 • I

AlmesAkra sandSlOne - 1 - -
Vastervik porphyrilc I • 1 •
Kalmar sandstone - I 3 -
Tessini sandstone - - 10 8
Hardeberga sandstone 5 11 8 4

Hoor sandstone I • 5 1

Nex0 sandstone - - 2

SUM (pes.) 26 53 52 2.

on the European Lowland, have been found only
in three samples in Uckennark. Table 4 shows an
exact content of the indicator erratics of glacial
sediments in Uckennark.

Apan from indicator erratics (Figs. 8 (1--4»,
sediments of glacial accumulation have been
analyscd for so-called statistical erratics (Smed,
1989). These rocks are easy to recognise and they
differ from their indicator counterparts by deriv
ing from more than one alimentation areas. Such
an outcrop may cover a relatively huge area
(G6rska, 2000). In the described study area in NE

Tablt' 4. Indicator crratics (20-60 mm) of glacial scdimcnts
in Uckermark

porphyry, P!l..scallavik porphyry and grey Vaxjo
granite. Also rocks from the Swedish coast in the
Kalmar Strait have been indicated (Tessini sand
stones, Kalmar sanstones). Erratics from Skane
are prescnl in each analysed sample (Hardeberga
sandstones, Hoor sandstones). Few examples of
Aland granites, Stockholm granites, brown Bal
tic porphyries were observed. Quartz Aland por·
phyrics are present in every study case in Uck
ermark, but their amount is far smaller than in
study cases in the Polish Pommerania. Bredvad
porphyry and Gronkliu porphyry, quite frequent
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Indicator and so-called statistical erratics

The analysis of Scandinavian erratics of 20
60 mm fraction consists in distinguishing of in
dicator erratics, i.e. such rocks, that are relative
ly easy to recognise macroscopically. These rocks
have only one outcrop, known today, sharply
localised with the help of geographical coordi
nates. As a consequence, the correspondence
betwccn an erratic and its parent area must be
indicated undoubtcdly.

Within indicator crratics the following rocks,
deriving from south-eastern Sweden have been
distinguished: SmAland granite, SmAland quartz

Apart from the Parstein recessional phase, it
is difficult to find any distinct petrographical
similarities in sediments of the same glacial
events in Uckennark (Figs. 3-7).

Buchholz 2
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,
•
3
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1

o

in Wielkopolska, where the relation was opposite
(G6rska, 1998a, 2000),

The dependence of the amount of petrograph
ical components on lithology has drawn our atten
tion. The typical gravelly material, filling fore-set
zones of outwash plains, have, on the average,
more crystallines (e.g. Milmersdorf, Gotschendorf,
Althuttendorf). Their population decreases for
Palaeozoic limestones in ablation and basal tills
(Conow, Uitzlow, Stolzenhagen, Gross, Ziethen).
A certain tendency can be clearly visible from
Figure 3, presenting the petrographical composi
tion of gravel of the maximum extent of the Pom
meranian phase.

Four of seven pies have similar shapes. These
are graphic prescntations of study sites located in
stoss sides of outwash plains. A similar picture
is drawn in the diagram (Fig. 7), which is based
on stony coefficients (OIK, KIW, AIB).

3

2,'
2

I,'

1

0,'

o

Fig. 7. Stone coefficients O/K. KIW. AlB of 4-10 mm glacial ~diments. Uckermark
O'K (KlaUon of iiCdllnC1llary roe" to cT)"WIlhDc'). K/W (rclat;on of cry,uolhDn to CarbonalC roek:sl. Ailllrelltion of 1o"·-l'e$isl.UII rocks 10 TC5lSltnt
Il!alll~t IbB'ioa typel)

"·ig. 6. Petrographical composition of 4-1 0 mm glacial sediments of the Gerswalde recessional phase in Uckermark
Legcnd in F;g. 3. for percent ~aluC5 !lCC Tablc 2
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Carmin

Althuellcndorf

Fig. 9. Petrographical composilion of Scandma\ian errallcs of Uckermari.:. 20-60 mm fracllon
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Maria G6rska

Hg 8 Crystalline indicator erratics and Ihe theoretical stone cenlre (.) of glacial ~dim~n~ i~ Ud:~rm~~~ (1-4). Out
c'ro~s of selected Scandinavian indicator crralies (5) and probable outcrops of SlallstlclI errallcs
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Water erosion and supply of material for fluvial transport under
episodic surface flow conditions in the semi-arid zone on Boa Vista

(Cabo Verde)
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LA Ab.wruct: This paper presents the effects of the natural conditions of the semi-arid zone on the tem
poral and spatial variability of production and supply of material for fluvial transport under conditions
of episodic surface flow. Based on measurements of water runoff, concentration of suspension and dis
solved material in the course of a one-hour rainfall, it has been determined that the catchments under
study have a considerable resistance to the effects of water erosion. Some protection is supplied by the
ablation pavement. which reduces rainsplash and slopewash and prevents now concentration. Consid
erably more erosion has been noted on unpaved roads concentrating water flow even on plateaux and
gently inclined slopes. Obviously the potential for leaching rock material in short-duration flow is
limited. Large proportions of the dissolved material carried away from the catchments arc salts of marine
and aeoHan provenance. The high intensity of erosional processes in the early phase of runoff is evidence
of the role of physical weathering between rainfalls, which supplies the material for fluvial transport.

Key "'ord~': surface flow. waler erosion, suspended sediment, dissolved material, semi-arid, Caho Verde
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Introduction

The Cabo Verde Archipelago is a group of 18
volcanic islands, 4033 km2 in area. They are
situated in the Atlantic Ocean, 460 km west of
the African coast, at the latitude of the southern
extremity of the Sahara (Fig. 1). The eastern,
older group of islands, including Boa Vista, prob
ably emerged from the ocean in the Miocene
(Mitchell-Thome, 1972). The western islands of
the archipelago are younger, a notion supported
by the contemporary vulcanicity on the islands of
Fogo. The differences in the volcanic relief pro
vide further evidence of the different ages of the
islands, and consequently of different lengths of
time of action of exogenous factors weathering
volcanic rocks. The eastern islands (Sal, Boa
Vista, Maio) are nowhere higher than 436 m a.s.l.
and have gentle relief whereas the others are
higher (from 774 to 2829 m a.s.l.) and much more
diversified morphologically.

7 - Landfonn

Boa Vista, likc the remaining islands of the
archipelago, consists of volcanic rocks, mainly
basalts, phonolites and tuffs. Sedimentary rocks,
up to several meters thick, represented by lime
stone, sandstones and conglomerates, occur only
on marginal benches, whjch represent fanner sea
levels (Mitchell-Thome, 1972). The island's rc
lief is dominated by vast flat pediments, glacis
and marine terraces with gentle slopes. They arc
dissected by valleys of temporary rivers. Volca·
nic necks dominate the island's scenery.

The climate of the Cabo Verde islands is
determined by their situation in the Atlantic
tropic zone, which is dominated by northeastern
trade winds. By contrast, the close vicinity of the
African continent causes an influx of dry and
warm land air-masses. The average annual rain
fall on the eastern flat islands of the archipel.
ago does not usually exceed 150 mm (Klug,
1973). More than 90% of the annual rainfall is
concentrated in the period from July to October.
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